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PERFECTION

1-08-14 
JR)  be complete;  I call My Body into complete perfection;   Holy;  time to be Holy;  judge it not;  
My directive

1-20-14 
L) Patient, as I am Patient;  all in My timing;  as gears meshing;  My Body working;  I call you 
perfect

1-31-14 
L)  Perfection comes;  as you stand before Me in honesty;  My Perfection upon you as a cloak;  
lay it not aside;  Now face My Judgments

2-4-14 
L)  unhindered Perfection;  stand with Me;

4-24-14 
L)  I call Perfection completed;  I call My Chosen ones righteous;  I call you Mine, truly Mine;  
come forth

5-06-14 
HH)   one by one I restore;   restoration unto perfection;   be thou renewed;   

5-14-2014 
L)    Declare My works;    declare them done, accomplished;   all things perfected;   question 
not;   I expect perfection;   I do no inferior work;   do likewise

7-01-14 
L)   paramount effort;   read My signs;   record, record, record;
HP)  tell them;   pay attention;   lust only after Me;   time for perfection;   I call you into 
perfection;   come, must be;   hold back not; burst forth;   newness of life

10-15-14   
HH)   next step;   right standing;   with Me;   It is (Red);   (Red)   continue on;   ultimate 
goal, perfection;   perfect in My eyes, not man's;  

12-20-14
HP)   purity of thought;   DRT;   awareness;   reject impure;    concentrate, focus;   
aware;   DRT;   bring it about;    I know you can;    RT;   perfection, perfection, soon;    R 
& DRT
HH)   vortex;   stay away;    perfection draweth nigh;   White;   truly come to Me;   give 
Me honor;   

12-12-15
HH)  cherish, cherish all I give;   (I asked Almighty God, My Father, to guide me in the 
steps to perfection.)   I already have been;   this day, Child;   breakthrough;    so be it;   
glory in My Glory;   

12-16-15
L)   Yes, all must enter into perfection;   into obedience;
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2-12-16
HH)  Perfection, Perfection, Perfection;   it must be;   enter into;    follow each step I 
give;   united Bride must follow;    first step, choose;   truly willingly choose;   grasp 
significance;    decide, grasp, be certain;   ponder, ponder all;  

10-27-16
L)   Perfection;   let it settle in;   embrace it;   each of My Chosen can;   must;   Bride this 
must be;   allow it;
HP)     (allowed and activated Perfection, Obedience, Calm, and Forgiveness)   wise 
choices;   you have chosen wisely;   Child, Child, aid others in these choices;

11-01-16
HP)   enjoin in Our unity, Bride;   be in perfect unity with Us;   perfect in every way;   true 
perfection;   Bride, it is time, time, time for perfection with Us;   enter in;   yes, enter in


